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Internal SWI: An Overview

Internal Solid Wall Insulation

Giroscope trialed installing internal SWI in 
three derelict properties and across several 
currently occupied homes to investigate 
the easiest and most cost effective way to 
improve the energy efficiency of solid wall 
housing.

Using LEAF funding Giroscope could 
consider various methods of installing 
SWI internally to establish ‘best practice’ 
solutions for a variety of scenarios. It is 
part of Giroscope’s long term pledge to 
greatly improve the energy efficiency of all 
Giroscope property.

Typically Giroscope buy and renovate 
derelict Victorian properties that have long 
been left in an unhabitable condition. 
As these properties undergo a full 
renovation to meet current standards 
and Building Regulations it is feasible to 
incorporate SWI into the construction 
schedule. Occupied properties would 
require a less invasive method of installing 
SWI to improve a property’s energy 
efficiency for our existing tenants.

Image: Internal Insulation System. 
Celotex rigid insulation panels can 
be mounted directly to the wall or 
fixed to timber battens. Here the 
Celotex phenolic sheets await a 

plasterboard cover.

Source: Giroscope Ltd 2012.



Internal SWI: Assessment & Feasibility

Types of Internal SWI + Application

As part of the preliminary investigations 
into the suitability of internal solid wall 
insulation, Giroscope considered various 
factors such as:
-the scale of a property/ no of external 
walls/rooms etc.
-the cost per sq/m of rigid insulation.
-the scale of a damp/black mould/ 
condensation problem.
-the level of skill required to install SWI.
-the availability of certain properties to 
trial these investigations.

Giroscope concluded that it would 
be feasible to internally insulate two 
properties undergoing full renovation and 
three currently occupied homes. Giroscope  
had preliminarily tested installing rigid SWI 
boards during the construction process 
using the ‘batten & board’ method and 
would trial this throughout the two derelict 
properties. The ‘dot & dab’ method would 
be used in occupied homes to minimise 
space loss, invasion and installation time. 

Image: Rigid Insulation boards 
available in a variety of thicknesses. 
Thinner phenolic boards can be 
used around window reveals or 
problematic junctions such as 

stairways.

Source: Giroscope Ltd 2011.



Batten and Board Internal SWI

Giroscope trialed installing Celotex 
GA4050 phenolic board (foil backed rigid 
insulation) using the batten and board 
system in two properties undergoing full 
renovation. These properties are both two 
bedroom end terrace houses.

The batten and board system involves 
fixing timber battens (Giroscope used 
roofing laths) at 600mm centres along the 
inner face of the exposed brick wall prior 
to mounting the rigid insulation to these. 

The timber battens create a ventilation 
void between the external wall and the 
insulation. As a result this system is suitable 
for problematic areas susceptible to black 
mould and damp. To achieve a U-value 
of 0.30W/m2K or better, Giroscope used a 
minimum thickness of 50mm insulation.

Total cost of system used: £11.52 per m2 

inc. VAT. (Pre VAT- £9.60 per m2)

Internal SWI: Batten & Board

System Components:

-GA4050 foil backed boards 1200 x 
2400mm and 50mm thick.
                    £16.65 +VAT

-Timber battens (laths) fixed using screws 
at 600mm centres.

-12.5mm plaster board which is 
mechanically fixed to the rigid insulation 
into the battens.
      £6.00 +VAT

-Plastic Insulation Plugs suitable for 
Kingspan/ Celotex.
                       £22.50 for 250                             

(each board requires between 10-15)

-Other items: Bonding Adhesive, Screws, 
Smart Mix filler, Jointing Tape, Dustsheets.



Batten and Board Internal SWI

Benefits of using this installation method: 

-Timber battens lift the rigid insulation 
panels away from the external wall creating 
a ventilation void. Ventilation reduces the 
development of black mould and damp.

-Suitable for creating flat walls along 
uneven or rough surfaces.

-The overall system has a depth of 90-
120mm (to meet current U-values) which 
is a narrower solution to installing soft 
insulation and a stud system.

-Buying insulation and plasterboard as 
separate elements is more cost effective 
than a pre-bonded system.

Drawbacks of using this method:

- More time consuming than ‘dot & dab’.

-Works best on exposed brickwork, 
although due to the depth required to 
meet U-values, this method compromises 
stair access along gable walls.

Internal SWI: Batten & Board

1 2

1: Timber battens are fitted to external wall 
and along the party wall to the alcove in 
preparation for the rigid insulation boards.

2: Rigid Insulation has been fitted along the 
external wall on the landing. Rockwool will 

also be installed in the loft cavity above.



Application Process- Batten + Board
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Use this method when installing SWI 
to uneven surfaces or those requiring 
ventilation. To reduce losing additional 
room space, this method is best when 
rooms are stripped back to exposed brick.

Using a spirit level, tape measure and 
power drill fix timber battens (roofing 
laths) vertically at 600mm centres to the 
brickwork. It is also worth mounting sockets 

on timber blocks for ease of access.
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Fix the Celotex GA4050 boards directly 
to the timber battens using specifically 
designed plastic insulation plugs. (inset)

These plugs should be set 50mm in from 
the edges of the boards following the line 

of the timber batten. 

Plastic plugs can also be used to secure 
the joint where two rigid insulation panels 

meet. 

The Celotex boards should overlap at 
corners and be returned along internal 
walls at least 1m (or to an alcove) to reduce 
creating intense cold spots. Once in place, 
12.5mm plasterboard sheets should be 

fixed directly to the rigid insulation.

Secure plasterboard in place using 
mechanical zinc fixings and SS screws 
through to the timber battens. Finish  to 

ceiling using offcuts.

Bonding adhesive can be used if desired 
to hold the plasterboard in place prior to 

screwing. 

Care should be taken not to damage the 
plasterboard or rigid insulation behind.

As shown above, window reveals should 
be insulated after the main wall. (discussed 

under ‘problematic areas’)

Once the plasterboard has been fitted, it 
is good practice to seal joints and screw 
heads with jointing tape. Mesh jointing 
tape (inset) provides a suitable surface for 
the subsequent smart mix filler prior to 

decorating the wall surface. 

Window reveals should be finished with 
an aluminium edging strip to tidy the 
return and prevent any damage to the 

plasterboard edge. 

Giroscope used Smartmix Filler (Inset: Tub 
@ £19.00 +VAT) to skim over the jointing 
tape and edge profiles (around windows 
and door reveals) to create a smooth 
surface. Once dry this can be sanded flush 

to the plasterboard.

Once dry the plasterboard can be 
decorated as normal with the desired 
finish. Coving and skirting boards can also 
be fitted. The total depth of the SWI is 

between 90-120mm.

Application Process- Batten + Board



Technical Summary- Internal SWI

Technical Information: Internal

Opposite is a technical summary of the 
GA4050 product (part of the GA4000 
range).

Further information can be found at : 
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-pl4000 and
http://www.celotex.co.uk/products/
celotex-products/celotex-ga4000

Additional tools/products required to carry 
out the process are:

- Celotex Rigid Insulation
- Spatula
- Scissors
- Smartmix filler
- Jointing Tape
- Plastic Insulation Plugs and Screws
- Plastering Trowel 
- Saw
- Mixing Buckets + Tools
- Cleaning Cloth
- Paintbrushes
- Ladders 

Technical Properties

Compressive strength BS EN 826 ≥140kPa
Dimensional stability BS EN 1604 DS(TH)8

Water vapour resistance BS EN 12086: 
Method B >150 MNs/g

Thermal conductivity BS EN 12667 0.022 W/mK
Surface spread of lame BS 476-7 Class 1 

(50mm - 90mm only)



Internal SWI: Dot & Dab

System Components:

-PL4000 insulation pre-bonded to 
plasterboard 1200 x 2400mm, 62.5mm 
thick. Compromising 50mm rigid insulation 
and 12.5mm plasterboard.
                    £33.00 +VAT

-Plaster mix bonding adhesive.
    £5.80 +VAT

-Zinc plated plasterboard fixings (optional 
for extra fastening)

-Other items: Bonding Adhesive, Screws, 
Smart Mix filler, Jointing Tape, Dustsheets.

Dot and Dab Internal SWI

Giroscope trialed installing Celotex 
PL4000 pre-bonded phenolic board 
(rigid insulation and plasterboard) into 
three properties undergoing the retrofit 
insulation process. 

The ‘dot & dab’ method involves fixing 
the rigid insulation boards directly to the 
internal wall or exposed brickwork (if not 
prone to damp or black mould). 

As this method is quicker to install than the 
‘batten & board’ process it was felt that 
this method would most suit the occupied 
properties during the retrofit process. 

The PL4000 boards are more expensive 
than the foil backed phenolic and should 
not be considered over the GA4050 and 
plasterboard for large areas. 

Total cost of system used: £18.00 per m2 

inc. VAT. (Pre VAT- £15 per m2)



Retrofitting Internal SWI

Benefits of using this installation method: 

-Less invasive procedure than the ‘batten 
& board’ as the installation process is 
quicker and does not require walls to be 
exposed.

-Overall depth of system is 60-70mm in 
contrast to the 90-120mm required for 
batten & board.

- Pre-bonded insulation reduces measuring 
and cutting of separate items prior to 
installation.

Drawbacks of using this method:

-Phenolic sheets pre-bonded to 
plasterboard are more expensive than 
purchasing the individual items.

-Additional cost of furniture removal, 
waste disposal, dustsheets etc as these 
properties are currently occupied.

-Not recommended for problematic areas 
of damp and black mould as this system 
leaves a minimal ventilation void.

1 2

1: Bonding adhesive applied liberally to a 
bare wall. Wallpaper should be removed for 
this application but it is unnecessary to take 

a wall back to exposed brickwork.

2: Retrofitting SWI into gable wall alcoves 
to reduce problematic cold spots. Once 
installed, skirting boards and coving should 

be re fitted prior to decoration.

Internal SWI: Dot & Dab



Application Process- Dot + Dab
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The dot and dab method is also suitable 
for use with the GA4050 boards and 
plasterboard however during the retrofit 
process and for ease of application, the 
more expensive prebonded PL4000 boards 
were used. This should only be used in well 

ventilated spaces.

In occupied properties this retrofit ‘DIY’ 
method requires all furniture to be moved 
to the centre of the room and covered with 

dust sheets.

1
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Ensure all fixtures and fittings have been 
removed prior to the ‘dot and dab’ process.

Giroscope removed coving and skirting 
boards and any wallpaper from the walls. 

As solid wall insulation is only required 
along external walls, and along a return of 
upto 1000mm, only these areas should be 

cleared to minimise redecoration costs.

Plaster mix bonding adhesive should be 
liberally applied to a cleared wall surface in 

‘dabs’ approx. 200mm wide. 

Each 1.2x2.4m  area requires 9-12 dabs of 
adhesive.

Prompty bond the celotex board to the 
wall. The adhesive should not be left to dry.

Apply firm pressure to the rigid insulation 
to allow the celotex face to bond to the 

wall. 

A small ventilation gap is created between  
the ‘dabs’ allowing for the free flow of air 

behind the insulation. 

Zinc plated mechanical fixings can be used 
for additionally security fixing through the 

plasterboard to the wall behind.

Giroscope concluded that insulating 
alcoves of gable/ exposed external walls 
could dramatically improve the internal 

comfort of a space. 

This being the case, during the retrofit 
process Giroscope internally insulated 
each alcove using the dot and dab method. 

As with the ‘batten + board’ system, once 
erected, the joints should be sealed with 

jointing tape and smartmix filler. 

Leaving time for the smartmix filler to dry 
prior to sanding to a smooth finish, replace 
all architrave, skirting and coving that had 

been removed.

Decorate as desired and reattach socket 
covers and light fixtures. 

Almost immediately tenants commented 
that their homes felt warmer with less 
condensation problems around the 

windows.

Application Process- Dot + Dab
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